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Girl Squads
25 Female Friendships That Changed History
Sam Maggs
TARGET CONSUMER: Primary: Fans of Wonder Women and Sam Maggs
Secondary: Readers interested in women's history, women's studies,
feminism and girl power.

A fun and feisty tour of famous girl BFFs from history who stuck
together and changed the world.

     A modern girl is nothing without her squad of besties. But don't
let all the hashtags fool you: the #girlsquad goes back a long, long
time. In this hilarious and heartfelt book, geek girl Sam Maggs takes
you on a tour of some of history's most famous female BFFs,
including:

     
Anne Bonny and Mary Read, the infamous lady pirates who
sailed the seven seas and plundered with the best of the men
Jeanne Manon Roland and Sophie Grandchamp, Parisian
socialites who landed front-row seats (from prison) to the
French Revolution
Sharon and Shirley Firth, the First Nations twin sisters who
would go on to become Olympic skiiers and break barriers in
the sport
The Edinburgh Seven, the band of pals who fought to become
the first women admitted to medical school in the United
Kingdom
The Zohra Orchestra, the ensemble from Afghanistan who
defied laws, danger, and threats to become the nation's first all-
female musical group

And many more! Spanning art, science, politics, activism, and even
sports, these girl squads show just how essential female friendship
has been throughout history and throughout the world. Sam Maggs
brings her signature wit and warmth as she pays tribute to the
enduring power of the girl squad. Fun, feisty, and delightful to read--
with empowering illustrations by artist Jenn Woodall--it's the perfect
gift for your BFF.

The Sam Maggs we all know and love brings her fun and feminist
attitude to another book project
Capitalizes on the "girl squad" zeitgeist while still bringing new,
interesting non-fiction subject material to the forefront
Girl-power-centric subject of positive female friendship is great to
handsell
Fun and fresh illustrations bring the package to life
Makes historical figures more accessible and fun thanks to the
friendship angle--nothing boring or textbook-y here

Author Bio: Sam Maggs is an Associate Writer for BioWare and
the bestselling author of The Fangirl's Guide to the Galaxy and
Wonder Women, both published by Quirk Books. Sam has been
an editor for geek girl culture site The Mary Sue, and has
been published across the web and in other books about gaming
and genre.
Residence: Edmonton, AB, Canada Hometown: Toronto, ON, Canada 
Author Site: https://sammaggs.com Social: @SamMaggs (Twitter, Instagram)
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Illustrator Bio: Jenn Woodall is an illustrator and comics creator whose
work has been featured in multiple comics anthologies. She lives in
Toronto.
Residence: New York, NY
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